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Commercial

Blockchain
‘months away’ from

real-life
applications in wholesale
AFTER MONTHS OF TRIALS, BLOCKCHAIN WILL BE USED COMMERCIALLY IN THE INDUSTRY IN
2019 IN A $13BN MARKET, LEADERS TELL ǧ . MEANWHILE
        ǧǧ   

C

ompanies in the industry could be
using blockchain technology to
process wholesale voice settlements
in 2019, according to a number of senior
executives in a position to know. Their
determination follows successful proofs of
concept by the wholesale units of six
leading carriers – Colt and PCCW Global
at first, later joined by BT, Orange,
Telefónica and Telstra.
The executive chairman of Clear
Blockchain Technologies, the company
providing the back-end for the settlements,
agrees. “We want to launch a production
network at the end of the first quarter of
2019,” Eran Haggiag told me. “That’s
assuming very strong collaboration with
the telcos – and that would be the fastest
date to a production network.”
At our Capacity Europe event in
London in October 2018 executives
appeared confident that the blockchain
system would be in commercial operation
for transactions by the end of 2019.
“Next year,” said Pierre-Louis de
Guillebon, CEO of Orange International
Carriers. “Next year is realistic,” agreed
Eduardo Guardincerri, CMO of
Telefónica. Both were responding to a
question from Jussi Makela, who was
moderating a panel at the conference. He

is director of the International Telecoms
Week (ITW) Global Leaders’ Forum
(GLF), the industry organisation that has
run the proofs of concept since the project
began a year ago at the 2017 Capacity
Europe event. (Full disclosure: Makela is
part of the team at Capacity Media, the
company that publishes Capacity and
produces Capacity events and ITW.)
“When will you settle the first live
transaction?” Makela asked the panellists
at the conference. Marc Halbfinger, CEO
of PCCW Global and chair of the GLF,
said: “We introduced this topic at this
event one year ago. In less than 12 months
look at what we’ve achieved. Instead of
settling in one to three months it’s two to
five minutes. This is a huge achievement.”
But wide adoption for blockchainbased voice settlement “depends on the
industry getting on board”, he said.
John Sullivan, head of global voice at
Telstra, was bullish about a go-live date
for commercial operation: “Probably in
March next year,” he said.
Halbfinger warned that it made sense
only if the approach was “adopted by the
whole industry”. The GLF “wants to move
forward collectively as an industry body”.
Before that can happen, the industry needs
a common interface, he said.

Louisa Gregory, chief of staff at Colt,
said her company wanted to move to
blockchain technology because “we have
a large base of capital markets customers
that are already looking at this
technology”.
I spoke to Haggiag the week after
Capacity Europe. “Wholesale voice is
moving towards a production network,” he
told me. “We see very strong interest.
Other companies that were not part of the
proofs of concept are interested in joining
the production network. This is very
encouraging as one of the challenges is how
to make the most out of this technology.”
There needs to be wide participation
across the wholesale voice industry for it
to be successful, he suggested. “At the
moment we are working just with GLF
members. There is strong interest in these
companies. Once there is a critical mass,
others will want to join.”
What is a critical mass? Haggiag put
some figures on it, comparing the still
unnamed telecoms blockchain system
with Ripple, a payments network for
money transfer run by banks.
Haggiag believes that the GLF network
could have 150 members using blockchain
for wholesale voice settlements by the end
of 2019. How big is that market? “It’s
december/january 2019
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around $13 to $14 billion a year based on
based and cloud-based project to improve
the world in seconds “directly from
the information we have,” said Katia
the routing of international calls. The
company A to company B”, using
Gonzalez, head of fraud prevention
company wants to track in real time each
blockchain technology. IMC charges a flat
operations and services at BICS.
international call, including origin,
rate for “international settlements
Meanwhile, said Haggiag, Clear
destination and duration, and make that
anywhere in the world” of just $10, “and
Blockchain Technologies is looking
information available to all the operators
we pay a monthly bonus with the account”,
beyond wholesale voice to other sectors of
carrying the call.
which Stewart likened to interest.
the telecoms industry. As well as the GLF,
Gonzalo Martín-Villa, chief innovation Traditional banks take “three to five days
Clear has been working with the MEF
officer of Telefónica, said in November:
to make the transaction”, he added.
IMC has “1,000 members from 120
– the former Metro Ethernet Forum – on
“Blockchain will allow operators to
countries”, he said. “All the members are
a number of proofs of concept that were
generate a new layer of confidence in the
shown at its conference in late October.
trusted telecoms companies.” BoT “has
internet – based not on the players that
“We showed bandwidth on demand,
generate the data and the transactions but the potential” to be the main route for
quoting price in real time as well as
moving money around the telecoms
on the data itself.”
execution and
industry, said
delivery
Stewart when
monitoring,
I interviewed
invoicing based
him in
on monitoring
October at
and then
Capacity
payment – all
Europe. “We
based on
already have
blockchain.”
the customers.
This proof of
And we are
Eran Haggiag, chairman, Clear Blockchain Technologies
concept involved
regulated by
Liquid Telecom,
the Malta
PCCW Global, Sparkle, Singtel and Tata
Financial Services Authority.”
The company will use IBM’s own
The Sphere, which is also a company
Communications. “We took its product
blockchain platform running in IBM’s
made up of telecom industry veterans,
catalogue from each company and showed cloud to improve “the reliability and
also offers a blockchain-powered global
how in real time you can ask for prices.”
transparency of information collected by
ecosystem, backed by $6 million capital
different networks when routing
That included services that one company
investment. Through a single
international call”.
took from another’s catalogue to offer to
Martín-Villa added: “This project is one interconnection, the Sphere enables
the prospective end user, without showing
carriers and operators to “remove
of our first initiatives to secure real
details. “You can give an aggregate quote.
commercial inefficancies and operational
benefits from the adoption of blockchain
Today that takes a week or more.”
Why do you need blockchain for that?
challenges” by tackling fraud.
in our core business.”
The telecom industry is at a
“You don’t want a central register of
Never break the chain
crossroads,” said Yariv Trabelsi, CTO of
services,” explained Haggiag. “Each
Back at Capacity Europe, Telstra’s Sullivan
The Sphere. “It needs to evolve in order
company exposes its services only to
agreed that blockchain is needed in the
to stay relevant and turn a profit. Typical
partners and then aggregates delivery and
voice business. “It is a high-volume,
margins in the middle market used to
creates automatic settlement and creates
low-margin, cash-flow business – and
run between 10% and 12%; now, they’re
cryptographically signed invoices.”
therefore you need fast cash flow,” he said.
closer to three percent or less.
How will blockchain be implemented
He wanted more applications of blockchain. Meanwhile, the retail side is struggling to
across the wholesale industry? “It makes
“We need to accelerate the proof of concept
handle the increasing amount and
most sense that there will be one network
and develop it further,” he said, suggesting
severity of fraud. As concerned telecom
for telcos, working together,” Haggiag
the industry could try the technology for
industry veterans, we decided to solve for
told me. “There could be multiple
areas such as internet of things.
these challenges by creating The Sphere,
vendors, but then you would need
PCCW Global’s Halbfinger asked:
which is a seismic development for the
standardisation and open APIs to enable
“What is the right structure that the
market — and this is just the beginning.”
multi-vendor systems to be interoperable.
industry needs to deliver the technology?
Just as I asked Haggiag why
If the markets adopt it by the end of 2019
How can this allow us a more dynamic
blockchain is needed, I also asked IMC’s
it will be a very big blockchain system
– something that the telecoms industry
settlement environment?”
Stewart the same question. “The beauty
can be proud of.”
Meanwhile there is already a relatively
of our solution is you have a crypto key
Clear has also worked on blockchain
unsung company that is already using
in your browser,” he replied. “The
applications for industries such as energy,
blockchain to help the industry. Internet
customer controls access to the account.
insurance, pharmaceutical and
Mobile Communications (IMC) has been The network can’t be hacked. We are
pegged to the US dollar – the interadvertising, but “our main focus now and
around since 2012 and in August 2018 it
national currency for settlements. No
almost all of our resources are tuned into
registered a subsidiary as a financial
hedging is required. It is a stable token.”
the telecoms industry and the successful
institution in Malta, an EU member
What are the challenges? Stewart also
launch of the production network”, he
state. The Bank of Telecom (BoT) has its
echoed people connected to the GLFadded. He wants to get to 50% of the
own blockchain-based currency,
backed blockchain projects. “Market
wholesale voice market “as quickly as
BoTCoin. “Our token is linked to the US
awareness was the initial challenge, but
possible”. He added: “Once we reach that
dollar,” said CEO Mark Stewart. “One
blockchain has become more familiar,” he
we’ll be able to go back to other markets.” BoTCoin is worth $1, and we use it for
said. Indeed, you’ll be reading more and
Separately, Telefónica has announced it international settlement.”
more about it in telecoms.
is working with IBM in a blockchainMoney is moved in BoTCoins around
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We took its product
catalogue from each company
and showed how in real time
you can ask for prices ”
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It’s Better Within The Sphere. ™

]¬Ä¤ê½ÚËÞüÞæÃɌ
Global Reach.
.æɹÞææÚs¬æ©¬Äc©]×©Ú
c©]×©Ú¬Þ¤½Ë½æ½ËÃËÞüÞæÃö¬æ©Ä
û©Ä¤×½æ£ËÚÃæ¬æÞËÚɇ£¬½¬ææ¬Ä¤Ãê½æ¬×Úæü
©¬ÄɬæÚ¬Ä¤ɇÚËêæ¬Ä¤ÄĈÄÄ¬½Þææ½ÃÄæÞ¬ÄÚ½
time. It’s the solution the industry has been waiting for.

The Sphere: Revolutionizing Telecom
The telecommunications industry has reached a critical juncture. While carriers’ revenues continue to grow,
æ©¬Ú©½½Ä¤ÞÚ¤Ú¬Ä¤ÃÚ¤¬ÄÞ×ÚÞ¬ÞæêÞöÚÃ¬ÄæÚ××¬Äæ©ËÄõÄæ¬ËÄ½ɇüæ¬ÄĆ¬ÄæÄËÚÃÞ
æ©æ©õ©½êÞºɌc©¬ÄêÞæÚüÄÞêÄ¬Ĉ×½æ£ËÚÃæ©æË×æ¬Ã¬āÞÄæöËÚºË×Úæ¬ËÄÞɇÞæÚÃ½¬ÄÞ
ËÃÃÚ¬½×ÚËÞÞÞÄÞêÚÞĈÄÄ¬½æÚÄÞæ¬ËÄÞɌc©]×©Úɫ½Ëº©¬Äɬ×ËöÚ¤½Ë½
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æ½ËÃÃêÄ¬æ¬ËÄÞËÞüÞæÃö¬æ©Äû©Ä¤×½æ£ËÚÃæ¬æÞËÚɬ¬Þæ©ÞË½êæ¬ËÄöɹõÄö¬æ¬Ä¤£ËÚɌ
VËöÚüõÄÄêÚ½ÄæöËÚºÞüÞæÃÞÄêææ¬Ä¤ɬ¤ɇ¤½Ë½½ü¬ÞæÚ¬êæɇ©üÚ¬¬Ä£ÚÞæÚêæêÚɇ
c©]×©Ú£¬½¬ææÞÃê½æ¬ɬ×Úæü©¬ÄɬæÚ¬Ä¤ɇÚËêæ¬Ä¤ÄĈÄÄ¬½Þææ½ÃÄæÞ¬ÄÚ½æ¬Ãɇ½½Ëö¬Ä¤ÚÚ¬ÚÞ
and operators to buy, sell and resell without limitations. It enables operations between users, delivering
êÄ×Ú½½½Þæ¬½¬æüɇêÄ¬õÚÞ½ÚêÄÄüÄêÄ½¬Ã¬æÞ½¬½¬æüÄĉû¬¬½¬æüɌ¬æ¬ËÄ½½üɇæ©ĈÄÄ¬½
ÃËê½æÚºÞÄ·êÞæÞõÚüæÚÄÚËêæ½½ɇ½¬õÚ¬Ä¤Ú½ɬæ¬Ã¬½½¬Ä¤ÄĈÄÄ¬½ÚËÄ¬½¬æ¬ËÄÞ
across the entire trade chain.
s¬æ©ÄöÚɬö¬ÄÄ¬Ä¤½ËêÄæöËÚºæ¬æÞËÚɇc©]×©Ú½õÚ¤Þ¬ÄÄËõæ¬õæ©ÄË½Ë¤¬ÞÄ
advancements including:

Proprietary Routing Engine
c©]×©ÚÄËæËÄ½üÄ½ÞêÞÚÞæËËąÚËÚ×êÚ©ÞÞÚõ¬ÞêæÃ×ËöÚÞæ©Úæ¬ËÄË£ÄöÞÚõ¬ÞɌ
YËêæ¬Ä¤×½ÄÞÚËÃ×½æ½üêÞæËÃ¬ā½ÄÄÃ£ÚËÃæ©æÚ¬Ä¤ĉËËÚüÞêÚ¬Ä¤ÚËêæÞ×Ú¬õæ½ü
ËÚ×ê½¬½üɌ.Ä¬æ¬ËÄɇc©]×©ÚɹÞ×ÚË×Ú¬æÚüÚËêæ¬Ä¤Ä¤¬ÄÄÞêÚÞæ©æ©½½ÚËÞÞõÚü½õ½Ë£æ©
æÚ©¬Ä£Ë½½ËöÞêÞÚÞɹ×Úæ¬ê½ÚÞæÞË£ÚËêæ¬Ä¤Úê½ÞÄ×Ú£ÚÄÞɇ½½Ëö¬Ä¤ÚÚ¬ÚÞæËÚæÚËêæÞ
Þ×¬ĈæËæ©¬ÚÄÞɌ.Ä·êÞæÃææÚË£Ã¬½½¬ÞËÄÞɇc©]×©ÚæÚÃ¬ÄÞæ©Ú¬æöËÚæ©¬ÄÞÞËÚĈÄÄ¬½
©Ë½¬Ä¤ÞË£æ©½½ËÚ¬¤¬ÄæËÚæË×ÚËõ¬ÞêÚ¬æüÄËÄɬÃÄ×üÃÄæ¬ÞêÚÞÃÄæË×æ¬ËÄÞæË©×Úæü
throughout the trade chain.

Visit us at www.thesphere.io to learn more

Seamless Global Network

Úæ¬Ĉ¬½.Äæ½½¬¤Äææ©ËÚ

c©]×©ÚɹÞ¤½Ë½½ü¬ÞæÚ¬êæɇ©¬¤©ɬ×Ú£ËÚÃÄ
hybrid network incorporated with our proprietary
distributed switching and routing engine, enables
harmonious operations between global regions. This
combination delivers unparalleled stability,
ÚêÄÄüɇÄêÄ½¬Ã¬æÞ½¬½¬æüÄĉû¬¬½¬æüɌ
Our intelligent network determines the optimal
¤ɬæËɬ¤½½ÚËêæ¬Ä¤ɇÚ¤¬ËÄ½½üɇÃ¬Ä¬Ã¬ā¬Ä¤
Ùê½¬æüæÚ¬ËÚæ¬ËÄɇÚê¬Ä¤æÚÄÞ£Ú½æÄüÄ
Ë×æ¬Ã¬ā¬Ä¤ËõÚ½½×Ú£ËÚÃÄɌ

Úæ¬Ĉ¬½¬Äæ½½¬¤Ä¬ÞöËõÄæ©ÚËê¤©Ëêæc©
]×©ÚæËÄ½æ©ÞüÞæÃæËÞê××ËÚæɇ¬Ã×ÚËõ
ÄÃ¬Äæ¬ÄÙê½¬æüË£ÞÚõ¬Ä©ÃÚºÞÄ
ÄæöËÚº×Ú£ËÚÃÄɌc©]×©ÚɹÞ.Ä
advanced algorithms constantly evolve based on
©¬ÞæËÚ¬½ÄÚ½ɬæ¬Ãæö¬æ©¬Äæ©ÄæöËÚºɇ
½½Ëö¬Ä¤æ©ÞüÞæÃæË¬Äæ¬£üêÚÚÄæÄ£êæêÚ
issues and recommend improvements to prevent
Ùê½¬æüæÚ¬ËÚæ¬ËÄÞɌc©]×©ÚɹÞ¬ÞÚê×æ¬õ
×¬½¬æ¬Þ©¬Ä¤ËÄæ©.ê¬½æ¬ÄæËæ©ËÞüÞæÃɌʂʂ

Live Anti-Fraud Engine

Live QoS and Bid-On-Live Engine

c©]×©ÚɹÞÄêÚ½ÄæöËÚºæÄ½üæ¬ÞÄ
machine learning algorithms enable live detection,
½Úæ¬Ä¤Äæ¬õ×ÚõÄæ¬ËÄË££Úêê½ÄæÄ
êÞ¬õæÚĆææ©ÃËÃÄæË£æ©½½Þæê×
ÚÙêÞæɌs¬æ©c©]×©ÚɹÞÞË×©¬Þæ¬æÚËêæ¬Ä¤
network, all data associated with each call is
Ä½üāæ©ÚËê¤©Ëêææ©½½½¬£ü½ɇæ©Ä
transmitted and interpreted in real time to mitigate
Äü£Úêê½Äææ¬õ¬æüɌc©]×©ÚËÄÞæÄæ½ü
½ÚÄÞÄõË½õÞæË£ËÚÞÄöÄêÄºÄËöÄ
æ©Úæ×ææÚÄÞ£ËÚæ©ü××Úɇ×ÚËææ¬Ä¤
Ë×ÚæËÚÞɇÚÚ¬ÚÞÄÞÚõ¬×ÚËõ¬ÚÞ£ÚËÃ
ĈÄÄ¬½½ËÞÞÞɇËÃÃÚ¬½¬Þ×êæÞÄÞÚõ¬
disruptions.

c©]×©ÚɹÞ×ÚË×Ú¬æÚü=¬õXË]Ä¤¬ÄêÞÞ
neural network data analytics and machine learning
½¤ËÚ¬æ©ÃÞæËûÃ¬ÄæÚĆæɌcËæÚÃ¬Äæ©
best possible routing, the engine considers live and
¤¤Ú¤ææÚĆ×ææÚÄÞæɇÚÄ¤Ë£;V.ÞÄ
ËÃ¬Äæ¬ËÄË£½¬õÄ¤¤Ú¤æÃ¬ĉËö
statistics. In combination with historical trade, route
ÄÄæöËÚº×Ú£ËÚÃÄæɇæ©¬Þ¬Ä£ËÚÃæ¬ËÄ
½½ËöÞæ©Ä¤¬ÄæËÃºÚ½ɬæ¬ÃÚËêæ¬Ä¤
recommendations and process automated routing
¬Þ¬ËÄÞɚ¬£æ©êÞÚÞË©ËËÞÞɛɪ½½ö©¬½
×ÚõÄæ¬Ä¤Ä¤æ¬õ¬Ã×ææË×Ú£ËÚÃÄÄ
Ùê½¬æüɇÄËöÄ¬Äæ©£êæêÚɌ

More About The Sphere
Which types of organizations connect to
The Sphere?

+Ëö¬Þc©]×©Ú¬ąÚÄæ£ÚËÃËæ©Ú
telecom carrier portals?

Tier 1, 2 and 3 carriers, operators, resellers and
ö©Ë½Þ½×ÚËõ¬ÚÞË£½½Þ¬āÞɌc©ËÞüÞæÃ
©½×Þ½Ú¤ÚÚÚ¬ÚÞÚÞÞÞɬË½
©½½Ä¤ÞɇÞê©ÞÚÃ×Äæ£ÚêÄÙê½¬æüË£
ÞÚõ¬ËÄÚÄÞɌc©]×©Ú¬Þ½ÞË×Ú£æ£ËÚ
ÞÃ½½æËÃ¬ɬÞ¬āËÃ×Ä¬Þæ©æÚÄɹæ½æË
ËÃ×æö¬æ©¬¤ÚÚ¬ÚÞêÞË£æ©ÃËêÄæË£
investment they have to incur. By lowering the
ÚÚ¬ÚÞæËÄæÚü£ËÚÞÃ½½Ú×ÚËõ¬ÚÞɇæ©×½æ£ËÚÃ
½õ½Þæ©×½ü¬Ä¤Ĉ½Ɍ

We created the ecosystem and portal with
ÞæɬË£ɬÚæ©ÄË½Ë¤ü×ÚæÄÚÞÞËÄËêÚ
æÃɹÞË½½æ¬õÞË£æ©Ä¬½û×Úæ¬ÞɌ
Nothing is third party or white labeled. The entire
system, including all algorithms, is built, designed,
¬Ã×½ÃÄæÄÃÄ¤üc©]×©ÚɌcü×¬½½üɇ
ÄËÚ¤Ä¬āæ¬ËÄÃ¬¤©æÞüɶ©Ú¬ÞÃü
Þö¬æ©ɒ£êÄæ¬ËÄ½¬æüɷÄËÃ×Ä¬Þ©õæË½ÚÄ
©ËöæËêÞ¬æɌs¬æ©c©]×©ÚɇöæËËºÃê©
¬ąÚÄæ××ÚË©ɌsÚ©¬ææËêÚ×½æ£ËÚÃÄ
data models to the carrier/person that is using it.

Visit us at www.thesphere.io to learn more

